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Abstract 
The Internet of Things (IoT), also called the Internet of Everything or the 
Industrial Internet, is a new technology paradigm regarded as a global 
network of machine and devices capable of interacting with each other. 
Internet of things (IoT) is closely related to numerous fields. The IoT 
platform is a suite of components that enable deployment of 
applications, independent and secure connectivity between devices, 
device/sensor management and integration with 3rd party systems. 
With increased demand of utilize the platform by web access, the task of 
this thesis is to develop a RESTful web service for specific IoT platform – 
SensibleThings platform using Jersey framework. Then measuring the 
web server under two scenarios and evaluating. Finally, I present the 
future work for the RESTful web service to improve its functions. 

Keywords: RESTful web service, HTTP, Internet of Things, Jersey, 
SensibleThings. 
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1 Introduction 
Recently, we have witnessed fast development of technologies for 
Internet of things (IoT) to support smart life, smart homes, smart 
workplaces, and smart city. It is expected to be 50 billion devices as soon 
as year 2020 on the Internet. [1] Many of these will be small embedded 
devices with sensors and actuators, enabling new types of intelligent 
applications. All these smart devices connected and collaborating 
together form what we call the Internet of Things.  

1.1 Background and problem motivation 
Because of the scale of devices and the sheer number of sensors, 
actuators and the information they produce, we will have serious 
problems in the future if we want to enable communication between all 
these devices connected to the IoT. To aid in this, there is many different 
IoT platform on the market. The IoT platform is a suite of components 
that enable deployment of applications that monitor, manage, and 
control connected devices, remote data collection from connected 
devices, independent and secure connectivity between devices, 
device/sensor management and integration with 3rd party systems. It is 
because of the powerful features of IoT platform, more and more people 
and companies use it to process big data. The demand of accessing the 
platform through web is increased, how to make the IoT platform 
conform to different devices and application is a big problem. 

1.2 Overall aim  
The project's overall aim is to enable unified web access to IoT platform 
so that we can use IoT platform function in different applications, 
devices and programs. The access should also support authenticated 
access for security purpose and support retrieving and setting sensor 
values from web. Without the limitation of platform, we can apply the 
unified interface of IoT platform in a wide range of scenarios easier, for 
example, health care, intelligent home, social work and etc. The survey 
has further objectives to verify that the solution proposal provides 
useable criteria and to evaluate the proposal with respect to 
performance measure that we can use a web link to access IoT Platform. 
Therefore, the problem I will solve in this thesis is to create a web 
service for the platform which is adaptive to conform with a wide range 
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of applications, devices and future scenarios with currently unforeseen 
demands. [2] 

1.3  Concrete and verifiable goals 
 In order to achieve the above overall aim, the project can be divided 
into following goals: 

(1) Find way of how to run the IoT platform with unified web access. 

(2) Propose a scenario which has high demands on the sensor updates 
that data can be transmitted over on IoT platform. Establish a method 
and metrics to evaluate the system on. 

(3) Implement an HTTP server to enable unified access for IoT platform 
that can support authenticated access and the client for displaying data. 

(4) Perform measures, in terms of response times between Sensible 
Things platform and client and the scalability of the server. 

1.4 Scope 
The project has its focus on grasping one IoT Platform, based on that 
create a web unified interface access that can be accessed by restful web 
link and make no different between different devices. But in fact, I don’t 
have any sensor, I just use java client application to simulate sensor. In 
the measurement, I major in response times between client and server. 
In the current platform, there are still some limitations as these issues 
have not been prioritized. For example, some add-in hijack functionality 
of the platform when enabled. Thus, some add-ins become mutually 
exclusive and will not function properly together. I don’t pay much 
attention on privacy and security. 

1.5 Outline 
Chapter two describes the relative theories that I need to learn before 
understanding afterward work. Chapter three presents the methodology 
to achieve my goals. Chapter four provides the detail implement of my 
project. Chapter five shows the data results of measurement. Chapter six 
would summary the whole project, point out the future work and draw 
a conclusion from the measurement results 

1.6 Contributions 
This project is a personal job so I will finish it along. 
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2 Theory 
In this chapter，I will introduce some theories about my work. And 
based on that I can have a better understanding of my project. 

2.1 Internet of Things (IoT) 
The concept of the Internet of Tings (IoT) became popular in 1999, 
through the auto-ID center at MIT and related market-analysis 
publications. Radio-frequency identification (RFID) was seen by Kevin 
Ashton as a prerequisite for the Internet of Tings at that point. Besides 
Using RFID, the tagging of thing may be achieved through such 
technologies as near field communication, barcodes, QR codes and 
digital watermarking. In its original interpretation, one of the first 
consequences of implementing the internet of Things (IoT) equipping all 
objects in the word with minuscule identifying devices or machine-
readable identifiers would be to transform daily life. [4] But the Internet 
of things has developed slowly at beginning because of lacking mature 
supporting technologies and expense. 

With the development of technology and application, there is a big 
change in content of Internet of Things (IoT). In 2005，ITU formally 
determined the concept of Internet of Things (IoT) at WSIS and issued 
ITU Internet report 2005 —— the Internet of Things lately. In this report, 
ITU raised four important technologies of Internet of Things: RFID, 
sensor technologies, smart technologies, and nanotechnology. What’s 
more, the development of wireless network make the information 
communication between devices easier. Because of the high speed of 
communication technology, we can see the that more and more “things” 
in different fields connect easily. ITU said we stand at the edge of new 
communication age, the ambition of Information and Communication 
Technology (ICT) from meeting the communication between humans 
developing to realize the connection of Human to Thing (H2T), Thing to 
Thing (T2T). Ubiquitous Internet of Thing communication is coming. In 
the future, ordinary people begin to use the Internet of Things because 
the related technologies becoming mature and low cost. 
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2.2 IoT platform 
In order to adopt different Internet of Thing devices and support better 
service, IoT platforms comes out to manage the connected devices and 
services, development of applications, store and even analysis large 
amounts of generated data. The IoT platform three main components: 
cloud-based, connected, driven by data. [6] Using the Internet of Things 
platform, the developers can pay more attention on value-add 
applications instead of the low levels of technology stack which means 
the companies can bring products to markets faster.  The platforms 
found in market can generally be categorized into three types: 
centralized (or cloud distributed), semi-distributed, and fully 
distributed systems. [2] 

(a) Centralized systems 

Most of the Internet of Things platforms are cloud-based that can be 
considered as centralized because they always relay the sensor and 
actuator information through a centralized point. See in Figure 2-1 for 
overview of Centralized architecture. Typical example of the 
architecture include: Thingworx, Kaa, ThingSpeak，Xively, Nimbits, 
and so on. 

 

Figure 2-1 Overview of typical centralized architecture 

(b) Semi-distributed systems 

The semi-distributed Internet of Things platforms are often based on 
session initiation protocols, and usually contain a centralized point 
for coordinating the communication. Because of that, they run faster 
and scale easier than centralized systems. See in Figure 2-2 for 
overview of semi-distributed architecture. The typical examples of 
that one includes: SENSEI, ETSI M2M, and other platforms based on 
3GPP IMS. 
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Figure 2-2 Overview of typical semi-distributed architecture 

(c) Full-distributed systems 

Few Internet of Things platforms are full-distributed operate in a peer -
to-peer manner, where the nodes can exchange information directly. See 
in Figure 2-3 for overview of full-distributed architecture. Each entity 
need to store and administer in the peer-to-peer client. These systems 
don’t contain single point of failure and thus more resilient. Typical 
examples of that include: LinkSmart, Nabto, and SensibleThings. 

 

Figure 2-3 Overview of typical full-distributed architecture 

2.3 Restful Web service 
In this part, I will divide into four part to have comprehensive 
knowledge of RESTful web service. 

2.3.1 REST 

Representational state transfer (REST) or RESTful Web services are one 
way of providing interoperability between computer systems on the 
Internet. REST-compliant Web services allow requesting systems to 
access and manipulate textual representations of Web resources using a 
uniform and predefined set of stateless operations. Other forms of Web 
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service exist, which expose their own arbitrary sets of operations such as 
WSDL and SOAP. [7] REST is a set of principles that define how web 
standards, such as HTTP and URIs, are supposed to be used. To sum up, 
the principles can generally summarize into five keys: given every 
resource an ID, link resource together, use standard methods, resources 
with multiple representations, and communication stateless. [8] 

(a) Give every “resource” an ID: the resource can be everything 
connected through Internet. Everything should be identifiable by 
getting an ID – on the web, there is a unified concept for IDs: the 
URL. The URIs consist of a global namespace where every resource 
use uniform naming scheme. The benefit is that it can be applied 
both to browser in the web and to M2M communication.     

(b) Hypermedia as engine of application state 

The formal description is colloquially known as linking things 
together. The core is the concept of hypermedia, in other words: the 
idea of link. The benefit of link is that the links can link to resources 
from different application, different server, even different companies, 
because the naming scheme is a global standard, all of the resources 
in the web can be linked to each other. 

(c) Use standard methods 

The browser knows what to do with URIs because every resource 
supports the same interfaces, the same operations. HTTP calls verbs, 
the set of stand methods include GET, POST, PUT, DELETE, HEAD 
and OPTIONS. For clients to be able to interact with resources, they 
should implement the default application protocol (HTTP) correctly, 
such as GET, PUT, POST, DELETE methods. Using standard 
methods is important because it makes application become a part of 
the web and uniform interface also enables other component that 
support HTTP protocol to interact with the REST application. 

(d) Resources with multiple representations 

Providing multiple representations of resources that may be in XML, 
HTML, JSON or some other defined format for different need in the 
client or server. The approach taken by HTTP is to allow handling 
the data and invoking operations separately. That is to say, the client 
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can interact with the resources if it knows how to handle the data 
format representation providing by resource. Thus, if a client knows 
both HTTP application protocol and a set of data formats, it can 
interact with any RESTful HTTP application in the web. 
Unfortunately, there are no standard formats for everything. But 
when creating a smaller ecosystem within a company or 
collaborating companies depending on standard formats. The client 
can consume data in particular format and ignore the type of server 
and the reverse situation is the same.  

(e) Communicate stateless 

The REST requires statelessness but it doesn’t mean the application 
that exposes its functionally can’t have state. In fact, it would make 
the approach useless in most situations if meets that. In REST, the 
state requires to be turned into resource state, or kept on the client. 
In other words, a server should not have to retain some sort of 
communication state for any of the clients it communicates with 
beyond a single request. As a consequence, the server is scalable. The 
Stateless constraints make server changes invisible to the client 
because the client does not depend on the same server in two 
consecutive requests. 

2.3.2 Web service 

There are a lot of definition of web service. The W3C defines a web 
service as a software system designed to support interoperable machine-
to-machine interaction over a network. [9] To summarize, a complete 
web service is the service that is available over the Internet, not limited 
to any kind of operating system or programming language, uses a 
standardized XML messaging system, can be found through simple 
search mechanism. 

The components of standard web service are XML, SOAP, UDDI, WSDL. 
XML (Extensible Markup Language) is the data format that is both 
human-readable and machine-readable, and used to contain the data 
and provide elements and attributes around it. SOAP (Simple Object 
Access Protocol) is a protocol specification for exchanging structured 
information in web services in computer networks, and used to transfer 
the data based on XML. UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and 
Integration) defines which software system should be contacted for 
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which type of data. WSDL (Web Services Description Language) defines 
communication rules in web services. [10] Thus, a web service enables 
communication among different applications by using open standards 
such as HTML, XML, UDDI, WSDL, and SOAP.  How the web service 
work can see in Figure 2-4. The service provider sends a WSDL file to 
service broker who own UDDI. The service requester communicates 
with service broker to find out who is the provider for the data it needs 
according to UDDI, and then it contacts the service provider using the 
SOAP protocol. The service provider validates the service request and 
sends structured data in an XML file, using the SOAP protocol. This 
XML file would be validated again by the service requester using an 
XSD file.  

 

Figure 2-4 web service architecture [10] 

2.3.3 JAX-RS and Jersey 

In order to simplify development of RESTful Web services and their 
clients in Java, a standard and portable JAX-RS API has been designed. 
Java API for RESTful Web Services (JAX-RS) is a Java programming 
language API specification that provides support in creating web 
services according to the Representational State Transfer (REST) 
architectural pattern. [11] In web application, JAX-RS provides some 
annotations to help map resource classes (a POJO means simple Java 
object) to web resource. The annotations include:  

@Path: specifies the relative path for a resource class or method. 
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@GET, @PUT, @POST, @DELETE and @ HEAD:  specify the HTTP 
request type of a resource. @GET is to read/list/search resource. @POST 
is to create resource. @PUT is to update exist resource or collection of 
resources. @DELETE is to delete resource or collection of resources. 
@HEAD is to only take the HTTP header information. The @GET, @PUT, 
@DELETE are idempotent instead of @POST. 

@Produces: specify the type of data to be returned to the client 
identification MIME (Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions) type. 

@Consumes: specify the MIME type that can be sent by the client. 

@*Param: take a key of some form which is used to look up the value 
required.  

Jersey framework is open source, production quality, framework that 
provides support for JAX-RS APIs and serves as a JAX-RS (JSR 311 & 
JSR 339) Reference Implementation. [12] The Jersey implementation 
provides a library to implement Restful web services in a Java servlet 
container. On the server side, Jersey provides a servlet implementation 
that scans predefined classes to identify RESTful resources. What’s more, 
Jersey provides its own APIs, extending the additional functionality and 
utilities of the JAX-RS toolkit to further simplify RESTful services and 
client development. Jersey also has a number of extended SPIs so that 
developers can extend Jersey to best suit their needs.  

2.3.4 HTTP and SSL 

HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) is an application protocol for 
distributed, collaborative, and hypermedia information systems. [13] 
HTTP is the request – response protocol to exchange or transfer 
hypertext on the web between the client and server. HTTP is aim to 
allow intermediate network elements to improve or enable 
communication between the client and the server. HTTP is an 
application protocol that presumes reliable communication underling 
the UDP transport layer protocol. Using the Uniform Resource Identifier 
(URI) scheme, HTTP identifies and locates resources through a Uniform 
Resource Locator (URL). HTTP defines verb method to indicate the 
desired action that is performed on the identified resource. [14] The 
transmission of data through HTTP are unencrypted, that is plain text, 
so it is very unsafe to transmit the data by HTTP. In order to ensure the 
private data can be encrypted transmission, SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) 
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protocol and TLS (Transport Layer Security) are designed. SSL/TLS is 
especially suited for HTTP, since it can provide some protection even if 
only one side of the communication is authenticated. With the  
development of the technique, HTTP and SSL/TLS evolve into HTTPs. 
In other words, HTTPS consists of communication over HTTP within a 
connection encrypted by TLS (Transport Layer Security) or SSL (Secure 
Sockets Layer). In fact, HTTPS what we use now is encrypted by TLS 
protocol, but because SSL appears earlier, and is still supported by the 
browser now, so SSL is still synonymous with HTTPS. On the internet, 
HTTPS provides authentication of the communicating website and the 
associated web server. Additionally, it provides bidirectional encryption 
of communications between a client and server. A user should trust an 
HTTPS connection to a website if the website has the valid certificates 
providing by CA (Certificate authorities) which are trust by web 
browser. In conclusion, HTTPS guarantees page authenticity, account 
security, user communications, identity and web browsing private.  

 

Figure 2-5 Process flow of HTTPs 
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See in Figure 2-5 for process flow of HTTPS.  

(a) The client requests a HTTPs website and links to the port 433 of the 
server. 

(b) The server configures its digital certificate which can self-made or 
apply for CA. The difference is that the website can continue to visit 
until the self-made certificate is verified by client and the trusted 
certificate does not need. 

(c) The server transmits the certificate which is crt public key. 

(d) The client resolve the certificate. It will first verify whether the public 
key is valid or not, such as the issuer, expiration time, and so on. If it 
is valid then the client generates a random key. 

(e) The client transfers the encrypted random key to server. 

(f) The server decrypts the packet and get the client key. 

(g) The server transmits the encrypted content with client key. 

(h) The client decrypts the content with its key. 

  

2.4 SensibleThings platform 
The SensibleThings [2] is a peer-to-peer open source Internet of Things 
platform which can efficiently create Internet of Things applications. 
Since the platform is open source, many different devices such as smart 
phones, computers, Raspberry Pi devices can connect together through 
the platform. And because the platform is P2P architecture, it can enable 
a more scalable system without any central points of failures. It is 
developed by Mid Sweden University based on a fork of the 
MediaSense platform. The developers of this platform state some 
requirements from underlying platform. The requirements include: 
quickly disseminate information to end points; stable and handle 
devices; lightweight enough; extensive and adaptive; easy to adopt and 
free to use. [2] The platform is implemented as a layered architecture in 
the sake of easily exchanging modules as   needed in both research and 
commercial applications. The platform is divided into five layers: 
Interface layer, Add-in layer, Dissemination layer, Networking layer, 
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and Sensor & Actuator layer. See in Figure 2-6 for overview of the 
SensibleThings platform’s architecture. The interface layer is the public 
interface which the developers can build the applications on top of and 
interact with SensibleThings through. The add-in layer has two 
functions: add extension and optimization algorithms to the platform 
beyond the basic original interface offered by interface layer. The 
dissemination layer enables exchange information between all entities 
that participate in the system and are connected to the platform. The 
networking layer enables communication between different entities over 
current IP based infrastructure. The last layer, the sensor and actuator 
layer enables different sensors and actuators to connect into the 
platform. 

 

Figure 2- 6 Overview of the SensibleThings platform’s architecture 

Anything can run the code that connects the platform is a 
SensibleThings node. Each node can communicate bidirectionally 
through 5 methods provided form Interface layer. A UCI is similar to 
URL and email address combine, like “user@domain/path”, and should 
be unparalleled for each node. Register(UCI) registers the specified UCI 
in the system. Resolve(UCI) resolves a UCI to a node address. Get(UCI, 
Node) retrieves the value of sensor, given its UCI and resolved node. 
Set(UCI, Node, Value) sets an actuator, given its UCI, resolved node, 
and the value to set. Shutdown() performs a graceful leave from the 
distributed system 
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3 Methodology 
While mastering the theory knowledge, I should complete the project 
goals mentioned in Introduction. 

Goal 1 is studying the theory of the Sensible Things platform, and 
comprehending how the platform work. To achieve that I will read the 
related theories: 2 theories about Internet of Things, 1 theory about 
Sensible Things platform, 2 theories about REST/HTTP web access. I can 
search the key words on Google Scholar and school library to find the 
relative theories. And get most information about the platform in 
Tutorias on Sensible Things website. Based on all the theories, running 
the example code learning how the Sensible Things platform work and 
find the common ways for using the platform interface. 

Goal 2 is proposing a scenario which has high demands on the sensor 
updates that data can be monitor on Sensible Things platform and 
establishing a method and metrics to evaluate the system on. As that 
part I prepare to investigate some situation that need update sensor data 
frequency. For example, the heart rate of patients in intensive care units. 
The nurse can be alerted if the heart rate is abnormal. In that case, the 
patients are more secure while the work efficiency improve. AS the 
meanwhile, it is convenient to monitor the sensor data by web access 
from IoT platform which is the result of science and technology for the 
benefit of mankind. 

Goal 3 is creating an REST web service for sensible Things to web access 
that can support authenticated access and client to gain the format 
sensor data and present it. In order to create a unified web access for 
Sensible Things platform, I need use MyEclipse tool, JAVA language, 
JAX-RS API and Jersey SDK to build restful web service for Sensible 
Things platform. For the sake of authenticated access, I prefer to create a 
certificate for the RESTful web server which provides authentication of 
the website and associated web server with which one is 
communicating. And using SSL over HTTP between server and client 
providing security of communication, which protects against man-in-
the-middle attacks. [3] For the client, it can be the web page or Java code. 
I will write a client in Java to access the RESTful web server. 
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Goal 4 is performing measures, in terms of response time and package 
loss rate between RESTful web server and client. All IoT platforms are 
based on the Internet, all communication is inherently made using a best 
effort system. The RESTful web server requires the capability of 
signaling between end points with low latency, low response time 
between client and platform and reliable communication. Through 
analysis of the measure results, it can evaluate the RESTful web server 
performance. 
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4 Implementation 
After knowing the goals and the theories about the project, I generally 
design my implementation structure into following Figure 4-1. The 
client can be either a web browser or a Java application that call the 
RESTful web service which part I need focus on. In addition, I need 
invoke the interface provided by SensibleThings platform to get or set 
the sensor value. And at last, the REST web service may provide some 
security guarantee by HTTPS access. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Overview of implementation structure 

 

4.1 Experiment environment 
Before implementing the project, I should do some preparation work. In 
order to utilize the platform in this application, I download the 
developer packages from SensibleThings platform website. I develop 
RESTful Web services and their clients in Java by portable JAX-RS API. I 
develop two RESTful web services, one is latched by Tomcat server, the 
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other is by my own server. The first web service is developed as web 
project and uses the latest released version of Jersey 1.x. The second web 
service is developed as a Maven project in MyEclipse and uses the 
Maven Jersey 2.x. The whole structure of my application would like in 
Figure 4-2. More Implement detail can see in section 4.2. For providing 
security access, the web service need import certificate. 

 

Figure 4-2 Overview of Web project structure 

 

 

Figure 4-3 Overview of Maven project structure 

Since the SensibleThings platform is P2P network and realized by DHT 
(Distribute Hash Table), all the devices in the same LAN can access my 
service.  
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4.2 SensibleThings Interface Utilization 
As we know, the SensibleThings platform provide five interface 
methods, the complete work flow for SensibleThings can see in Figure 4-
4. The get and set method should invoke in the getResolveResponse 
method. The getResolveResponse method is triggered by resolve 
method. The whole invoke procedure is asynchronous, but the RESTful 
web service what I want to provide need to be synchronous. Because I 
can’ t directly invoke the interface of SensibleThings platform to 
achieve my goal, I will write a utilization class of SensibleThings 
platform to make the invoke process synchronous. The class is 
PlatformUtil.java which implements the SensibleThings listener and 
provide three static method: getValue(String uci), setValue(String uci), 
register(Sring uci). All need to pass a parameter UCI to the function. 

 

Figure 4-4 complete workflow of SensibleThings platform 

The platform is multithreading, in order to avoid some unimaged 
results, such as set and get the value of node as the same time. The 
solution is to add a synchronized keyword in the front of the method 
statement is necessary. It means that the current object is locked up 
when executing method. Every object in Java has a lock, and when 
accessing the synchronized method of an object, the object is locked. 
Until the whole method is completely execute, the object is unlocked. I 
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used boolean variable lock to justify whether the object is locked or not. 
If so, then call this.wait. The boolean variable finished is used to justify 
whether set or getResponse method is finished or not. Using 
synchronized method, as a consequence of avoid deadlock problem, I 
set the maximum waiting time (2000ms) of a thread. Calling this.notify 
when finish invoke or timeout, then the other thread can run the 
utilization object. Figure 4-5 is the flow chart of the utilization class. 

  

Figure 4-5 the work flow chart of PlatformUtils (set/get) 
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4.3 REST web Service 
In section 2, we know that REST is a style of software architecture that 
defined the principles of web standards. A REST web service is a simple 
web service implemented using HTTP and the principles of REST. The 
service is a collection of resources, with three defined parts: [8] 

The base URL for the web service, for example 
http://domain/resources/xxx. This project is run on my laptop using 
MyEclipes, the base URL is http://localhost:8080/SensibleThings/xxx.  

The MIME type of data supported by the we service. such as JSON, 
XML, HTML and any other valid MME type. 

The set of operations supported by the web service using HTTP method, 
such as POST, GET, PUT, or DELETE. Because the SensibleThings 
platform is P2P where all things share sensor/actuator information 
instead of storing data in databases, it just simply retrieves or set sensor 
values. The RESTful web service only need implement PUT and GET 
methods. 

According to the REST principles, everything that connects in the 
network can be a resource. In this practical project, the node over the 
SensibleThings platform is a resource. I name a resource Class, which 
contains information about the SensibleThings node such as UCI, value 
and response time. And using Jersey framework, it is easy to make the 
resource mapping as the MIME type as you need. I default the response 
data type as XML using @XmlAccessorType(XmlAccessType.FIELD)  
annotation, and specify the XML root element as SensibleThings by 
@XmlRootElement(name="SensibleThings") annotation. 

Configure the web.xml where defining the servlet dispatcher to send all 
REST requests to the Jersey container. In addition to the Jersey Servlet 
need to define an initialization parameter that specifies the JAX-RS, 
com.sun.jersey.config.property.packages in which package Jersey will 
look for the web service classes. This property must point to resources 
class, that is NodeResource.java. The URL pattern defines the part of the 
base URL the application will be placed, for this application is 
http://localhost:8080/SensibleThings/.  

Trough requests of URLs, applications will be able to register UCI in 
SensibleThings platform, and get or set the value of node running over 
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the platform. Thus, I need format the URL in RESTful. (the default UCI 
using in following is liuying@muin.se/sensor)  

This architecture REST URL defines that register UCI in SensibleThings, 
URL should look like: 

• basepath/register/{domain}-{path} 

In my application, to register the specific UCI, we would only have to 
access the following URL: 

•http://localhost:port/SensibleThings/register/liuying@miun.se-sensor  

•https://localhost:port/SensibleThings/register/liuying@miun.se-sensor  

This architecture REST URL defines that get the value of UCI which 
should exist in SensibleThings platform, URL should look like: 

• basepath/register/{domain}-{path} 

In my application, to get the value from the specific UCI, we would only 
have to access the following URL: 

•http://localhost:port/SensibleThings/get/liuying@miun.se-sensor   

•https://localhost:port/SensibleThings/get/liuying@miun.se-sensor  

This architecture REST URL defines that set the value of UCI which 
should exist in SensibleThings, URL should look like: 

• basepath/set/{domain}-{path}?value={value} 

In my application, to set the specific UCI value to 10, we would only 
have to access the following URL: 

•http://localhost:port/SensibleThings/set/liuying@miun.se-sensor?value=10 

•https://localhost:port/SensibleThings/set/liuying@miun.se-sensor?value=10 

With the implement SensibleThings interface utilization class – 
PlatformUtils.java and define the URL formats. I can just call it method 
in NodeResource.java and return the response synchronized. Using the 
Jersey annotation @GET, it can accept HTTP GET request; annotation  
@Path("get/{domain}-{path}") specifies the accept get method REST URL 
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format; @Produces(MediaType.APPLICATION_ATOM_XML) specifies 
the response media type. When the URL match the format, then the 
servlet  call the process method get and  return response to client. 

Meanwile, using the Jersey annotation @POST , it can accept HTTP 
POST request; annotation @Path("set/{domain}-{path}") specifies the 
accept post method REST URL format. 

4.4 SSL encryption and authentication 
The RESTful web service uses Tomcat as its Servlet container. According 
to the security demand, I need configure SSL for Tomcat. The SSL 
connection adopts one-way authentication that is only the client verifies 
the server’s certificate, because there is no need for the SensibleThings 
platform to verifies the sensor’s identity. 

4.4.1 Certificate preparation 

There are two ways to gain the certificate. One is buying from CA like 
GlobalSign, the other is creating self-signed certificate. Only can 
certificate issued by CA be trusted by the browser, but it need amount of 
expense. Out the respect of project limitation, I would prefer a self-
signed certificate. I use the keytool providing by SUN to generate the 
certificate. This tool is included in JDK 1.4 and over. First of all, I need 
using the instruction to create the self-signed by keytool in Figure 4-6. 

 

Figure 4-6 Create self-signed certificate 

Since the certificate is self-signed by keytool, it can’t be trusted by Java 
httpclient. In order to solve this problem, I import the certificate in local 
Java JDK see in Figure 4-7. 
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Figure 4-7 Import certificate in Java JDK 

4.4.2 configure the SSL connector 

There is ready-made code for configuring the SSL connector in Tomcat. 
Configure the server.xml in the Tomcat 7, the port for HTTPs is 8443, 
clientAuth sets as false which means not providing bidirectional 
authentication), keystoreFile specifies the keystore file location to server. 
keystorePass specifies keystore password. So that the RESTful web 
service running on Tomcat can be accessed by https://localhost:8443.  

 

4.4.3 Authentication 

The SSL encryption and one-way authentication process as following 
steps: 

(a) Client requests SSL connection (SSL hello). 

(b) Server response with the SSL certificate including the public key. 

(c) Client validates the certificate/public key. 

(d) Client generates a symmetric key and transmits it to the server. 

(e) SSL session is established. 

Jersey framework supports HTTPs just need to configure. Setup SSL 
configuration on Jersey client (using JAX-RS API). Creating a SslContext 
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can be more difficult as you might need to init instance properly with 
the protocol, KeyStore, TrustStore, etc. Jersey offers a utility 
SslConfigurator class that can be used to setup the SslContext. It is much 
easier to implement the HTTPs server and client. 

4.5 Measurement and the scenario 
In order to measure the REST web service performance, I will divide the 
measurement into three parts: generate theoretic expressions, specific 
scenario evaluation, experiment. The expressions are derived from the 
life cycle between client request and server response. The life cycle can 
be draw as Figure 4-8, which contains five steps. Step 1 is the client 
requests to server, the time is TCreq. Step 2 server requests SensibleThings 
interface, the time is TSreq. Step 3 is the SensibleThings platform resolves 
specific method, the time is TST. Step 4 is platform returns result, the 
time is TSTres. the last step is the server responds back, the time is TSreq. 

In fact, I can practically measure the SensibleThings platform running 
time TST, the REST web server running time TS, and the whole round-
trip time RTT. And the formula can be generated as following: 

TS = TSreq + TST + TSTres          (1) 

RTT = TCreq + TS + TSreq          (2) 

The TST and RTT can be measured relatively easy in code. I set two 
timestamps in my REST web server code, before invoking the 
SensibleThings and after the platform respond back. The interval of two 
timestamps is the SensibleThings platform running time, that is TST, and 
put the response time into response XML data. It is the same to test the 
round-trip time between client and server, setting two timestamps in 
Java client, before URL requesting and after getting response, the 
interval of two timestamps is RTT. It is kind of hard for TS by code, and I 
may measure it in the aid of Developer tool in Google. 
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Figure 4-8 The life cycle of the client and the server 

After the theoretic preparation, the server will evaluate in two scenarios. 
Scenario one, I will test different URL methods: get, set, register in 
HTTP and HTTPs, each one for ten times, to measure TST and T. 
Scenario two, I will write a client to send the 1000 times URL requests to 
the server to evaluate the scalability and the performance under 
pressure. Figure 4-9 is the work flow in scenario two. 

 

Figure 4-9 the work flow in scenario two 
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5 Result 
In this chapter, I will present the measurements made on the RESTful 
web server in two scenarios which have mentioned in chapter 4.4. I will 
sort the results in Excel and analyze them. 

5.1 Run the RESTful Web server 
First of all, testing the RESTful web service can run or not. I will test the 
two servers using HTTP and HTTPS communicate with clients by URL, 
and use Google developer tool to see the resource request lifecycle. The 
UCI tested following is bootstrap@miun.se/random. 

5.1.1 RESTful web server latched by Tomcat 

Testing the web server latched by Tomcat. If the client want to 
communicate with the server in HTTP protocol, using the following 
URL: 

http://localhost:8080/SensibleThing/get/bootstrap@miun.se-random  

Then I get the correct response format back from the server. The value of 
the bootstrap node is 26, and the SensibleThings platform running time 
TST is 159 ms. 

 

Using the developer tool in Google chrome, I choose the timeline 
element of network to get the resource request lifecycle. We can see in 
Figure 5-1 that the T is 167.91 ms, the server running time TS is 161.37 ms. 
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Figure 5-1 The HTTP resource request lifecycle 

If the client wants to communicate with the server in HTTPs protocol, 
using the following URL in Google chrome to get the value of 
SensibleThings node which UCI is bootstrap@miun.se/random. 

https://localhost:8443/SensibleThing/get/bootstrap@miun.se-random  

Then I get the correct response format back from the server. The value of 
the bootstrap node is 7, and the SensibleThings platform running time 
TST is 195 ms. 

 

Using the developer tool in Google chrome, I choose the timeline 
element of network to get the resource request lifecycle. in Figure 5-2, 
we can see that the T is 414.99 ms, the server running time TS is 201.06 
ms. 
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Figure 5-2 The HTTPS resource request lifecycle 

If the request run time out or the UCI not exist in the SensibleThings, the 
server will return bad request to client see. (Timeout is set as 2000ms). 

 

5.1.2 Own RESTful web server  

Testing own RESTful web server. If the client wants to communicate 
with the server in HTTP protocol, using the following URL: 

http://localhost:1010/SensibleThings/get/bootstrap@miun.se-random  

Then I get the correct response format back from the server. The value of 
the bootstrap node is 20, and the SensibleThings platform running time 
TST is 137 ms. 
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Using the developer tool in Google chrome, I choose the timeline 
element of network to get the resource request lifecycle. We can see in 
Figure 5-3 that the T is 148.28 ms, the server running time TS is 142.17 ms. 

 

Figure 5-3 The HTTP resource request lifecycle 

If the client wants to communicate with the server in HTTPs protocol, 
using the following URL in Google chrome to get the value of 
SensibleThings node which UCI is bootstrap@miun.se/random. 

https://localhost:443/SensibleThing/get/bootstrap@miun.se-random  

Then I get the correct response format back from the server. The value of 
the bootstrap node is 69, and the SensibleThings platform running time 
TST is 573ms. 

 

Using the developer tool in Google chrome, I choose the timeline 
element of network to get the resource request lifecycle. in Figure 5-4, 
we can see that the T is 1.08s, the server running time TS is 584ms. 
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Figure 5-4 The HTTPS resource request lifecycle 

If the request run time out or the UCI not exist in the SensibleThings, the 
server will return bad request to client. (Timeout is set as 2000ms) 

5.2 Scenario one 
To test different URL methods: get, set, register in HTTP, each one for 
ten times, to measure SensibleThings platform running time TST, server 
running time TS and round-trip time T. 

5.2.1 RESTful web server latched by Tomcat 

Not only you can register the UCI in Java platform, but also can register 
in RESTful web service by URL. The UCI is liuying@miun.se/sensor.  

 

See in Figure 5-5, we can get the T of register URL is 6.4 ms. The sever 
running time is 3.05 ms. It is very fast to invoke register URL. Because 
the register URL doesn’t have asynchronized communication to waste 
time. 
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Figure 5-5 The HTTP regiseter request lifecycle 

After collection of the TS and T of register in ten times test. The average 
of T register is 9.9 ms, and the TS is 2.2 ms. 

Set the value of the node existing in SensibleThings platform by URL in 
Google chrome. The UCI is liuying@miun.se/sensor. The SensibleThings 
platform running time TST is 103 ms. 

 

See in Figure 5-6, we can get the T of register URL is 112.7 ms. The sever 
running time is 106.7 ms. It costs much more time than register because 
the set is synchronized communication. 

 

Figure 5-6 The HTTP set request lifecycle 
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After collection of the TST, TS and T of register in ten times test. The 
average of T set is 111.7 ms, the TS is 103.5 ms and the TST is 101.9 ms. 

Get the value of the node existing in SensibleThings platform by URL in 
Google chrome. The UCI is liuying@miun.se/sensor. The SensibleThings 
platform running time TST is 103 ms. 

 

See in Figure 5-7, we can get the T of register URL is 279.7 ms. The sever 
running time is 273.5 ms. It costs much more time than register because 
the get is synchronized communication. 

 

Figure 5-7 The HTTP get request lifecycle 

After collection of the TST, TS and T of get in ten times test. The average 
of T register is 293.6 ms, the TS is 285.7 ms and the TST is 283.8 ms. 

The client can be either web browser or Java application. The UCI is 
liuying@miun.se/sensor, I write a java application request to the server 
to get value of UCI, and get the response as following: 
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Sort the format XML data and make a table of response time (TST) and 
round-trip time (T). The average of T is 379.8 ms, the average of TST is 
299.3 ms.  

The UCI is liuying@miun.se/sensor, the java application request to the 
server to set value of UCI, and get the response as following: 

 

Sort the format XML data and make a table of response time (TST) and 
round-trip time (T). The average of T is 189.4 ms, the average of TST is 
109.1 ms.  

Comparing the above sorted results, there should be litter difference 
about TST in web browser and java client do the same URL request. But 
T has obvious increased in Java client. The T and TST of set URL request 
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is less than get, that is because set method has one callback thread less 
than get method in SensibleThings platform. The server initial time (the 
difference value of TST and RTT) is about 2ms, which can be tolerant by 
users. 

5.3 Scenario two 
I test the client access the server 1000 times by URL link, and analysis 
the RTT and platform performance time. Because the maximal waiting 
time is 2000 ms, if the response time is over 2000 ms, the URL is bad 
request and lose value from SensibleThings platform, and the client will 
get the response content from web server as following, which can be 
considered as package loss. 

5.3.1 web server latched by Tomcat 

In this test, I found the package loss rate is 0.8%. After processing the 
test result, we can see that the RTT time is around 220 ms and the TST is 
around 181 ms. Figure 5-8 is scatter of TST, Figure 5-9 is the scatter of 
RTT, Figure 5-10 is the difference of RTT and TST and the average is 38.9 
ms. we can draw a conclusion that it is TST that play a role in RTT. 
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Figure 5-8 TST scatter 
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Sequence number 

Figure 5-9 RTT scatter 

 

Sequence number 

Figure 5-10 TST scatter 

 

5.3.2 Own developed web server 

In this test, I found the package loss rate is 0%. After processing the test 
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around 182 ms. Figure 5-11 is scatter of TST, Figure 5-12 is the scatter of 
RTT, Figure 5-13 is the difference of RTT and TST and the average is 13.3 
ms. we can draw a conclusion that it is TST that play a role in RTT. 
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Figure 5-11 TST scatter 
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Figure 5-12 RTT scatter 
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Sequence number 

Figure 5-13 RTT-TST scatter 

5.3.3 Comparison 

Compared with the SensibleThings platform running time in other 
related survey [15], it is close to my result. There is a limitation to 
improve the web server because of the SensibleThings platform itself. 
The TST are nearly same in both server. It is interesting of Figure 5-13 
and Figure 5-10. Although The difference of RTT and TST in Tomcat 
server is bigger than that in my own developed server, it is more stable. 
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6 Conclusion 
It is IoT platform that make it easier to build IoT application and connect 
everything iterated in network. With the increasing demand of 
accessing the IoT platform through Internet, it is imperative to develop a 
format web access for IoT platform. In my project, I only focus on 
SensibleThings platform and based on that, I develop a REST web 
service. I finish almost goals mentioned in chapter one. 

I finish quichstart kits and read up SensibleThings’ doctuments to figure 
out how the platform works and how to use it. I read up the related 
thesis about implement RESTful web service for IoT platform and 
generate an idea on how to build server using its composer and 
framework. Add security guarantee for the web service by SSL and 
certificate. Set up a client application at my laptop and monitor a sensor 
to retrieve and record data. Create two scenarios to evaluate the RESTful 
web service performance. 

In scenario one, we can see all the designed functions can performance 
well, the response time for registration is minimal, the response time for 
set value is second, and the response time for get value is maximal. 
There are 3 main time limits (which are determined by human 
perceptual abilities) to keep in mind when optimizing web and 
application performance. [17] 0.1 second is about the limit for having the 
user feel that the system is reacting instantaneously, meaning that no 
special feedback is necessary except to display the result. 1.0 second is 
about the limit for the user's flow of thought to stay uninterrupted, even 
though the user will notice the delay. 10 seconds is about the limit for 
keeping the user's attention focused on the dialogue. All three operate in 
the RESTful web service are less than 1 seconds which is under users’ 
tolerance. 

In the scenario two, I test the web service scalability for sending 1000 
URL requests and sort out the packet loss rate. According to the normal 
standard, anything over 2% packet loss over a period of time is a strong 
indicator of problems. Fortunately, the package loss rate of the web 
service is 0.8% and 0%. 
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6.1 Ethical consideration 
The thesis was done independently by myself and not used others’ 
academic achievement. The project is not a destructive experiment to 
SensibleThings. 

 In the past two decades of development of the Internet of Things, 
people's lifestyles and industrial development have been greatly 
improved. However, there also exist privacy problems in RESTful web 
server where some personal information and privacy could be stolen 
with a weak security protection. And a lot of IoT platform is cloud-
based IoT platform, there exists big attack problem. If the hackers attack 
the platform, the data information are given away. 

6.2 Future work 
I designed some different scenarios to measure my REST web service 
based on SensibleThings platform, and compare the response time of 
different point of the application but it is rough. If I have more time I 
would implement my own HTTPs server as extension for 
SensibleThings platform. Without the limitation of server, the REST web 
service is more independent that it can be utilized to diverse fields. The 
web service not only runs in the specific environment; thus, it is more 
significant to be an extension for SensibleThings platform instead of 
invoking SensibleThings platform. And I need to consider how to make 
my own developed server stable. What’s more, I would like to spend 
much time security and privacy, not only try one-way authentication 
but also bidirectional authentication. The aspect of measurement is not 
perfect, in the future, the comparison can involve other exist IoT 
platform RESTful web service. 
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